The John A. Wilkinson History Room is a department of George H. & Laura E. Brown Library and the City of Washington, NC. It is governed by the Library Board of Trustees and the City of Washington, NC.

The John A. Wilkinson History Room identifies, preserves, and makes available for research materials relating to the history and genealogy of the City of Washington, Beaufort County, and the surrounding counties. Materials include, but not limited to, the geography, people, and events of the area, with emphasis on the Civil War era.

Brown Library will accept records and personal papers in paper format (bound volumes, papers, and photographs), microfilm, and digitized items.

Materials will be accepted by donation. When accepted, the items will be used at the discretion of the Collection (archive) Manager and the Library Director. Items will not be returned once received. The Brown Library has the right to refuse a donation if we determine it is not in line with our collection.

Materials will be cultivated in order to maintain and improve the quality of the collection. Materials may be removed through deaccessioning due to irrelevance, lack of space, duplication, or irreparable condition. This will be done at the discretion of the Collection (archive) Manager and the Library Director.

Collections must stay in the library unless preapproved by the Collection (archive) Manager and the Library Director.